Thank you for being...
- a game changer
- an innovator
- a change agent
- a role model
- a rabble-rouser
- a storyteller
- a pioneer
- an initiator

I AM 10% BRAVER

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU WERE 10% BRAVER?

THANK YOU FOR BEING 10% BRAVER
“10% Braver means different things to different people as we smash down our internal glass ceiling, as we smash down the external glass ceiling, as we reach down and pull more women in education up the leadership ladder.”

Sometimes in life there are times when stepping forward, being 10% braver, is more compelling than waiting for others to act.
FEEL THE FEAR
AND DO IT
ANYWAY

PINK & BLUE
LIMIT US ALL

10% Braver
inspiration kit
GET THE JOB YOU DREAM OF

“If we’re going to change the system, we must keep asking ourselves difficult questions.”